Blue Bison Needs a Haircut
by Scott Rothman
JP Rothman
Blue Bison must learn to be patient with the help of his sister who comes up with a perfect and hilarious solution.

The Tiger Who Came For Dinner
by Steve Smallman
JP Smallman
Setting out to return an adorable little tiger to its family, the friends succeed only to discover the tigers had their own plan all along.

Very Good Hats
by Emma Straub
JP Straub
Anything, including acorns, raspberries, pudding cups, books, and more, can be a hat if you believe it is!

Punky Aloha
by Shar Tuiasoa
JP Tuiasoa
Armed with magical sunglasses and a lot of aloha in her heart, plucky Polynesian girl Punky Aloha, sets off on a big and scary adventure to make new friends.

Tap! Tap! Tap!: Dance! Dance!
by Hervé Tullet
JP Tullet
Encourages interactive thinking by inviting children to a very special dance, one in which their hand becomes the dancer and the book the dance floor.

Big Truck Little Island
by Chris Van Dusen
JP Van Dusen
When a truck becomes stuck on a narrow road blocking the north-south route of an island town, a few families work together to continue on their respective outings.

Busy Betty
by Reese Witherspoon
JP Witherspoon
As she tries to give her big, smelly dog Frank a bath—which becomes more impossible by the minute—Betty learns that she can accomplish anything with perseverance, teamwork, and one great idea.

Nonfiction

The Three Little Guinea Pigs
by Erica S. Perl
J398.2 Per
Follow three guinea pig sisters as they work together to outsmart a hungry fox.

Stories for the curious preschooler
#abc123
Boop!
by Bea Birdsong
JP Birdsong
There are so many snoots to boop! Snoots attached to big dogs, little dogs, dogs with beards, and those without. Are you ready to boop all the snoots?

Wombat
by Philip Bunting
JP Bunting
This laugh-out-loud picture book pairs playful text with simple illustrations to tell a silly and sweet marsupial love story, starring a variety of bats!

It's More Fun With Two
by Michelle Courtney
JP Courtney
When their instant bond is tested by their many differences, Elephant and Mouse decide to give their friendship a rest, until something magical happens that changes everything!

Sleepy Sheepy
by Lucy Ruth Cummins
JP Cummins
Despite his name, Sleepy Sheepy is wide-awake, giving Ma and Pa Sheepy a run for their money as they try to get him to go to bed.

If I Had a Crocodile
by Gabby Dawnay
JP Dawnay
In this humorous, energetically rhyming tale, a little girl experiences exactly what life would be like with a wild creature for a pet.

This Story Is Not About a Kitten
by Randall De Seve
JP De Seve
A neighborhood comes together to help a kitten without a home.

Let's Build a Dam!
by Daniel Fehr
JP Fehr
Siblings build a dam. Stone by stone, their dam grows higher and higher, until their creation attracts the attention of fishermen, pirates, and even the King and his fleet. The sky's the limit, until Noah wants his stone back.

How To Talk Like a Bear
by Charlie Grandy
JP Grandy
This funny guide to speaking fluent bear gives readers such pointers as distinguishing between ROOAARR and ROAAARRRR, and the difference between wanting a sandwich, and wanting to get into beekeeping.

Ear Worm!
by Johanna Knowles
JP Knowles
Follow Little Worm on a mission to discover who filled his head with a song he cannot stop singing.

Dragonboy and the Wonderful Night
by Fabio Napoleoni
JP Napoleoni
Dragonboy and his stuffed animal friends explore the wonders of nighttime and discover that darkness does not always have to feel scary.

Good Job, George!
by Jane O'Connor
JP O'Connor
George tries to be the best helper he can be, but when his parents paint the garage and their hungry dog finds her way in, the mess is George's fault and he learns he must listen to directions to succeed as a helper.

Smart Sisters
by Mechal Renee Roe
JP Roe
Celebrating sisterly love and joy, this picture book stars confident, empowered, beautiful, Black and Brown sisters, and best friends with gorgeous natural hairstyles.